Entering 9\textsuperscript{th} grade in the school year 2020- 2021

**ECA TEST DATES**

December 5\textsuperscript{th} 3:00-5:30pm

January 16\textsuperscript{th} 3:00-5:30pm or

January 22\textsuperscript{nd} 2:00-4:30pm

*Please call the secretary at the front desk at 247-3658x 45596 and RSVP for the testing date that works for you and your student

Testing is for placement purposed only. All students complete a placement test and that testing is used to assess basic skills in Algebra, Reading Comprehension, and Language Arts. Performance on the entrance exam, along with previous academic performance and parent input, helps determine placement into Honors or Regular English and Math classes. There is no advanced preparation necessary for this testing and it does not affect acceptance into ECA.